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Chapterr  2 

Theory y 

2.11 Weak Interactions and the Standard Model 
Weakk nuclear interactions play a role in nuclear fusion inside the sun, phenomena like j3 
decayy (a form of radioactivity involving the transition of a neutron into a proton: n — pePe), 
andd certain decays of unstable particles like fi —*  e P .̂ The slowness of j3 decay, or the rel-
ativelyy long muon lifetime, implies that these interactions are, as their name suggests, much 
weakerr than the other interactions that play a role in atoms and nuclei: electromagnetism and 
thee strong nuclear interactions. 

Fermii  wrote this interaction as a 4-point interaction with strength Gp, the product of two 
currentss connected with a vector interaction [1]. This is graphically shown in Figure 2.1 
forr the example of muon decay. A generalization of this interaction contains interactions 
off  scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector, axial-vector and tensor type. Experiments on the shape of 
thee energy spectrum and polarization of electrons from /3 decay and muon decay [2, 3], the 
discoveryy of parity violation in weak interactions [4], and the determination of the helicity 
off  the neutrino [5], led to the conclusion that the interaction was of the V-A, or vector minus 
axial-vectorr type [6]. The Fermi constant Gp is precisely determined from the lifetime of the 
muon,, and equals GF — 1.16639(1) x 10~5 GeV"2 [7]. However, in this simple formulation, 
typicall  weak cross sections are proportional to s, the center-of-mass energy squared, and thus 
violatee unitarity at high energies. 

Followingg the ansatz of Yukawa for strong interactions, Klein proposed the W boson as 
aa mediator of the weak charged current interactions [8]. A diagram of muon decay in this 
approachh is shown in the right section of Figure 2.1. The equivalence of the two approaches 
att low energies leads to a relation between GF on the one hand, and the W boson mass mw 
andd the coupling strength g on the other hand: 

y/2y/2 8mw" 

Thiss suggests that the weakness of the weak interactions at low energies could, at least par-
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Figuree 2.1: £<?ƒ?. muon decay as written down by Fermi: a 4-point interaction with strength 
GF-- Right: muon decay mediated by a weak vector boson W, with coupling strength g to the 
fermions. fermions. 

tially,, be caused by a large W boson mass. In equation 2.1, the numerical factors appearing 
leftt and right are due to Fermi's choice of normalization of the coupling, whereas the fact 
thatt the equation is quadratic in g, but linear in GF, shows the splitting of Fermi's 4-point 
interactionn into two separate vertices and a propagator. 

AA proper gauge theory of weak interactions can be constructed by a unified description of 
weakk and electromagnetic interactions, as developed by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [9]. 
Thiss theory is now known as the Standard Model of electroweak interactions (or, together 
withh QCD, simply as the Standard Model). Its mathematical consistency, i.e. renormalizabil-
ityy and respect of unitarity, was proven by Veltman and 't Hooft [10]. The Standard Model 
consistss of a number of crucial elements: 

 W bosons couple to a SU(2) doublet of left-handed fermions (for quarks the weak 
eigenstatess are mixtures of the mass eigenstates, the mixing matrix is known as the 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa,, or CKM, matrix); 

 Lepton universality: the gauge bosons couple identically to the leptons from all three 
families.. Lepton number is conserved; 

 The existence of weak neutral currents mediated by Z bosons, with flavor-diagonal 
couplings,, is predicted. 

Inn the Standard Model Lagrangian, four massless spin-1 gauge bosons, W+, W~, W3 and B 
appear.. The physical Z bosons and photons are mixtures of the neutral bosons W3 and B, the 
mixingg angle Ow is known as the weak mixing angle (sometimes denoted Weinberg angle). 
Thiss mixing angle relates the strength of the electromagnetic coupling a, expressed as the 
electronn charge e = \/4na, to the strength of the weak coupling g: 

ee = g sin Ow- (2.2) 
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2.1.. Weak Interactions and the Standard Model 

Thee gauge bosons acquire their mass through the Higgs mechanism [11]: a scalar field with 
aa non-zero vacuum expectation value gives mass to the W and Z bosons, while leaving the 
photonn massless. The W and Z boson masses are related in the following way: 

2 2 

p{\p{\ - sin2 Bw) = p cos2 9W = —f. (2.3) 
ml ml 

Inn the simplest formulation of the theory, the remainder of the scalar field is one neutral spin-
00 boson with unknown mass, the Higgs boson, and at tree level p = 1. In more extended 
scenario's,, more Higgs bosons can exist, and in general p ^ 1. Experimentally, p is found 
too be very close to 1, which puts limits on other Higgs scenario's. Also the fermions acquire 
theirr mass through their couplings with the Higgs field. 

Thee Standard Model is a non-Abelian gauge theory: self-interactions are present between 
thee gauge bosons in the form of triple gauge couplings WW7 and WWZ, and quartic gauge 
couplingss WW77, WWZ7, WWZZ, and W W W . 

Usingg the relations of equation 2.1 and 2.2, and keeping in mind that e = y/4ira, one 
derivess at tree level the following expression for mw: 

II  ?ra . . „ 37.3 _ .„  ,_, „ 
mww = \\-i^rysméW « - r - j j - GeV (2.4) 

VV V 2C?F sin 9W 

Heree the mass is given in units of GeV, which is correct since the units in this thesis are 
chosenn such that h = c = 1. Weak neutral currents were discovered in neutrino scattering 
experimentss [12]; the rate of charged current to neutral current interactions in neutrino and 
anti-neutrinoo beams gave an estimate of sin 9W and thus an estimate of mw and mz. The W 
andd Z bosons were discovered in 1983 by the UA1 and UA2 experiments at the SppS collider 
att CERN, close to the predicted masses [13]; an example of an event is shown in Figure 2.2. 
Thesee discoveries provided a splendid confirmation of the Standard Model. 

Thee strong nuclear interactions are also described by a gauge theory called quantum 
chromodynamics,, or QCD [14]. Also QCD is non-Abelian. It is based on the symmetry 
groupp SU(3)c, where C stands for color, the "charge" that generates strong interactions. 
Thee mediators of the strong interactions are the massless gluons, their coupling strength is 
denotedd as as. 

Inn the Standard Model, all matter consists of the quarks and leptons listed in Table 2.1. 
Thesee building blocks of matter are "glued" together by forces which are carried by boson 
fieldss as listed in Table 2.2. The gravitational force is outside the scope of the Standard 
Model,, in fact a consistent quantum theory combining gravitation and the other fundamental 
interactionss is still lacking. Due to its weakness at the energies attainable in current and 
near-futuree accelerators, it plays virtually no role in the phenomenology of experiments at 
thosee accelerators. In certain models involving large extra dimensions, however, interactions 
off  quarks and leptons with real or virtual gravitons may lead to experimentally observable 
effectss [15, 16]. 
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Figuree 2.2: A W —> ê  even? recorded in the UA1 detector. The arrow, bottom right, points 
toto the track of a high px electron from W decay. 



2.1.. Weak Interactions and the Standard Model 

Fermionn families 

Quarks s 

Leptons s 

uu c t 

dd s b 

ee fi  T 

VeVe V» VT 

Electricc charge [e] 

+1 +1 
l l 

" 3 3 

-1 1 

0 0 

Tablee 2.1: Fermions in the Standard Model. 

Interaction n 

Electromagnetic c 

Weak k 

Strong g 

Boson n 

7 7 
W+ + 

w--
z° ° 
g g 
H° ° 

Electricc charge [e] 

0 0 

+1 1 

-1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Tablee 2.2: Bosons in the Standard Model. 

Thee search for the Higgs boson remains one of the most important tasks of elementary 
particlee physics. The direct searches have excluded a Standard Model Higgs boson with a 
masss less than 114.1 GeV at 95% confidence level [17]. The final LEP data in 2000, however, 
hadd a tantalizing result: a hint for a signal of a Higgs boson with a mass of 115-116 GeV 
withh a significance of 2.1 standard deviations, corresponding to a probability of a background 
fluctuationfluctuation of 3.4% [17]. Since this hint is insufficient for a discovery, the current (highly 
unsatisfactory)) situation is that the existence of a 115-116 GeV Higgs boson can neither be 
confirmedd nor excluded, and further tests have to wait for high luminosity at the Tevatron 
(Fermilab,, Chicago) or LHC (CERN, Geneva) colliders in the future. 

Thee Standard Model has a number of input parameters whose values are not predicted 
butt which are relevant for numerical calculations within the Standard Model. For the elec-
troweakk gauge sector, these consist of three parameters that can be chosen from the set 
{a,{a, mz, mw, &F, OW}- It is convenient to chose well measured ones, such as a, mz and GF-
Whenn three have been chosen, the values of the other parameters are fixed at tree level. For 
thee strong sector, as is a free parameter, and for the Higgs sector so is the Higgs boson mass 
mH.. Finally, die masses of the quarks and leptons, and four parameters in the CKM matrix 
aree free. Within the Standard Model, the neutrino's are massless; an assumption that may 
needd to be revised in the light of recent neutrino oscillation results [18]. 

Accuratee quantitative calculations in the Standard Model need to go beyond the tree level, 
andd take into account electromagnetic and weak radiative corrections. These corrections 
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modifyy equation 2.4 (and making use of equation 2.3) in the following way: 

22 m2 na 1 

Thee correction Ar has an electromagnetic component, denoted as Aa, and a weak compo-
nentt A T V 

11 _ 1 1 
11 - Ar ~ 1 - Aa(mi) X 1 - Arw 

Thee electromagnetic contribution arises from the photon self energy: modifications to the 
photonn propagator due to fermion loops. This, in fact, can be interpreted as a dependence of 
thee electromagnetic coupling strength a on the scale s: 

Thee coupling a is said to be running. All charged fermions contribute to Aa(s). The top 
contributionn is very small, due to the large top mass. The contribution of the charged leptons 
iss calculable with negligible uncertainty. The contributions of the light quarks, however, 
doo introduce an uncertainty on a(s) due to the unknown quark masses, and are calculated 
byy dispersion integral techniques from the measured cross section of e+e~ annihilation into 
hadronss at low i/s [19]. Combining the leptonic and hadronic contributions, a at the raz 

scalee is calculated to be [19]: 

—Kprr  = 128.936  0.046 (2.8) 
a{mi) a{mi) 

ass compared to l/a(0) = 137.03599976(50) [7]. Virtually all electromagnetic corrections 
aree absorbed in the running of a, so that equation 2.5 can also be written as: 

m w UU ml]- v/2GF
 X l - A r w ' (2" 9) 

wheree Arw represent only the weak corrections. 
Weakk corrections arise due to vacuum polarization (oblique corrections), vertex and box 

corrections;; examples of weak corrections to the W propagator due to the top and bottom 
quarkss and the Higgs boson are shown in Figure 2.3. A rigorous treatment of all corrections 
iss outside the scope of this thesis. An approximate formula for the dependence of Arw on 
thee top quark and Higgs boson masses, assuming mn 3> mw, is as follows [20, 21]: 

A r ""  = - f 5 ê [ 3 c o t 2 0 ^ + 2 ( c o t2 ^ - b l n - ^ -
8\/2^^  L  m ^  3 m w 

11,, ml 
33 " m2 

w w 
4,, , . o. 41 

Inn cos2 0W + cot2 6W + T O+  (2-10) 
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2.1.. Weak Interactions and the Standard Model 

HH t 

WvwSS A / w W Wvw( k / w w 
WW b 

Figuree 2.3: Corrections to the W boson propagator (oblique corrections) involving the Higgs 
bosonboson and the top and bottom quarks. 

Itt is interesting to note that heavy particles do not decouple: Arw is quadratically depen-
dentt on mt, and thus quite sensitive to it. The dependence on the Higgs mass, however, is 
onlyy logarithmic; this accidental effect is known as "Veltman screening" [22]. Thus a 40% 
uncertaintyy on the Higgs mass has the same effect on Arw as a 3% uncertainty on the top 
mass. . 

Thee uncertainty on a(m|) plays a small but non-negligible role in the Standard Model 
fit:: it leads to a 0.2 GeV error on the top quark mass, or a 0.1 error on the logarithm of the 
Higgss boson mass. Compared to the situation of a few years ago, considerable progress has 
beenn obtained using the results of the measurements of the hadronic cross section in e+e~ 
annihilationn by the BES experiment at the BEPC collider in Beijing [23]. 

Thee need for electroweak corrections is experimentally well established [24]. Using 
thee measurements of many electroweak observables at LEP and SLD, the measurements of 
sin22 0W in deep inelastic scattering, and the measurements of the top quark and W boson 
massess at the Tevatron, a combined fit to the Standard Model parameters can be done. A fit 
too all data except the direct top quark mass measurements predicts mt = lSl^g1 GeV [25], 
whichh agrees well with the direct Tevatron measurement mt = 174.3  5.1 GeV [26]. 
AA fit to all data except the direct W mass measurements predicts mw = 80.379  0.023 
GeVV [25]. Clearly, a direct measurement with similar uncertainty is very interesting as a 
Standardd Model test. In supersymmetric models a large number of new particles appear 
ass bosonic/fermionic partners of the Standard Model fermions and bosons. These particles 
willl  contribute to the radiative corrections Arw of equation 2.9, and may, depending on 
theirr mass, give up to 100 MeV shifts in mw in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard 
Modell  [27]. The Tevatron experiments have measured mw = 80.454  0.060 GeV [28]. 
AA fit of all data including the direct W mass measurements will constrain the Higgs boson 
mass.. It is interesting to note that the dependence of m-w on mu is less influenced by the 
uncertaintyy on a(m|) than most other observables [24]. 
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Figuree 2.4: e+e — W+W Feynman diagrams. The Higgs-boson-exchange diagram is 
usuallyusually ignored in calculations, while the other three are referred to as the CC03 set. 

2.22 W-Pair Production in e+e~ Collisions 

Productionn of W pairs is possible in e+e~ collisions at center-of-mass energies above approx-
imatelyy 2TOW Experimentally, e+e~ colliders offer significant advantages over pioneering 
ppp machines from the point of view of precision studies of the W boson. The backgrounds 
forr e+e~—»W+W~ event selections do not dominate and allow the study of all decay modes 
off  the W in a clean way. An e+e~ collision has a well-defined initial state, which makes it 
possiblee to reconstruct the full event kinematics, unlike pp experiments which are restricted 
too transverse energies, momenta and masses. 

Thee e+e-—> W+W~ process proceeds through the four diagrams shown in Figure 2.4. 
Thee contribution of the s-channel Higgs exchange diagram is strongly suppressed relative 
too the other diagrams due to the small electron-Higgs Yukawa coupling, and thus usually 
ignoredd '. The remaining three diagrams constitute the "CC03 set", where "CC" stands for 
"chargedd current". 

11 However, when the electron mass is not neglected in calculations of the cross section, this diagram is 
neededd in principle to save unitarity. 
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2.2.. W-Pair Production in e+e collisions 
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Figuree 2.5: Left: contribution of the three diagrams and their interferences to the total cross 
sectionsection as a function of \fs. Right: contribution of the three diagrams and their interferences 
toto the differential cross section da/dcos9w- at s/s = 189 GeV. The cross sections shown 
inin both figures are calculated in the zero-width approximation. 

Thee matrix element is thus a sum of three contributions: t-channel neutrino-exchange, 
andd s-channel 7 and Z exchange involving the WW7 and WWZ vertices. 

Inn Figure 2.5, the individual contributions of the three diagrams and their interferences 
too the cross section are shown. Close to threshold, the t-channel neutrino exchange diagram 
dominates;; above threshold also the s-channel diagrams and their interferences become im-
portantt and are in fact necessary to preserve unitarity. A measurement of the cross section is 
thuss a direct test of the non-Abelian structure of the electroweak gauge group. 

Inn the right figure of Figure 2.5, the differential cross section da/dcos9w- is shown. 
Clearly,, W boson production is enhanced at high values of | cos 6w-1, i.e. close to the beam 
pipe.. For the produced W-pairs, nine helicity states (A, A) are possible. The states (H—) and 
(—h)) can be reached only through i-channel neutrino exchange. The polarization of the W 
influencess the angular distributions of its decay products, which wil l be further treated in the 
nextt section. It should be noted that anomalous (non-Standard Model) contributions to the 
gaugee couplings affect the production angle of the W bosons as well as their polarization 
states. . 

Inn the previous paragraphs WW production has been treated in the zero-width approxi-
mationn ( rw = 0). However, the W boson has a finite width of about 2.1 GeV. This modifies 
thee production cross section as shown in Figure 2.6; the finite width softens the sharp rise of 
thee cross section at threshold y/s « 2 mw 
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Figuree 2.6: Effects of the finite W width and ISR corrections on the total CC03 cross section 
fore+e-^W+W-. fore+e-^W+W-. 

2.33 W Decay 

Oncee produced, the W bosons can decay into the kinematically allowed SU(2) doublets ƒ ƒ'. 
WW bosons can decay hadronically, W* —> qq', or leptonically, W+ —> i+v and W~ —> (rv. 
Inn the remainder of this thesis these decays will simply be written as W —> qq', or W —» qq 
forr short, and W —> Iv, for both W+ and W~. The partial width of the decay W —> ƒƒ' is 
givenn by: 

r( ww ^  ƒƒ') 
GGFFmmww 2 (2.11) ) 

Thee matrix V relates mass and SU(2) eigenstates, and is the unity matrix for leptons, and 
thee CKM matrix for quarks. The QCD correction factor RQCD (= 1 for leptons) takes into 
accountt the color degrees of freedom and QCD radiative corrections for quarks, and is to 
firstt order in as given by: 

RQ< RQ< CD D 3(11 + 
aass{m{m2 2 

W; ; (2.12) ) 
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2.3.. W Decay 

Inn these equations, fermion masses have been neglected, which is, given the high W mass, 
ann acceptable assumption for most kinematically allowed fermion pairs. Due to the structure 
off  the CKM matrix, non-diagonal decays like W+ —• cb are suppressed. 

Thee dominant hadronic W+ decays, with almost equal probabilities, are thus W+ —• ud 
andd W+ —• cs 2. This results in about 45.6% of WW events being of the qq'qq' type, about 
43.6%% of the q$£u type, and some 10.8% of the tvtv type. 

Thee total width of the W boson in the Standard Model, 

r ww = re(, + r v + rTl,+ £ r (w- q * ) = ? ^ ( i + ^ ^ ) , <2-13> 
q,q'#t,tt 2 7 r V 2 ÓTT 

equalss 2.093  0.003 GeV, using the PDG value for m w [7], and is proportional to m w . 
Thee branching fraction of the hadronic W decay, Br( W —• qq'), is defined as: 

wyr-.tf-'Z*'**wyr-.tf-'Z*'** 11*"*"  *<*()_  (214) 
r w w 

Itt follows that 

Br(W-qq')) ^ ^ « K ) , £ ^ ff ]5) 
l-Br(W^qq')) .. i=„. J=<^> 

wheree V is the CKM matrix. Thus a measurement of the hadronic branching fraction of 
thee W is a test of the unitarity of the CKM matrix, excluding the top quark row. Using the 
measuredd values of the other matrix elements, the least well known element, | V^l, can be 
determined. . 

Too describe the W decay in its rest frame, the coordinate system shown in Figure 2.7 is 
used.. The e+e~ —• W+W~ scattering plane is defined as the x - z plane, with the z axis 
alongg the W~ direction. The W* rest frames are then reached by a Lorentz boost along the 
^-direction.. The polar angle 9* in the rest frame is defined with respect to that z-axis. 

Inn the W rest frame, each decay (anti)fermion obtains an energy equal to half the W mass, 
neglectingg fermion masses. The distributions of the polar angle 6* of the decay particles in 
thee W rest frame however are different for fermions and antifermions, as shown in Figure 2.8 
(topp left) for W —• qq' decays. This is a consequence of the polarization of the W and the 
V-AA structure of the W decay. 

Thee distribution of the polar angle of the W" in the laboratory is shown in Figure 2.5 
(right).. W" bosons are produced predominantly in the original e" direction, and W+ bosons 
predominantlyy in the original e+ direction. This is a consequence of the interference of the 
^-channell neutrino exchange diagram with the s-channel diagrams. 

Afterr a Lorentz boost in the lab frame, the distributions of quark and antiquark energies 
andd angles are shown in Figure 2.8, for y/s = 189 GeV. 

2Off course for the W~ the corresponding decay modes are W ~ —*  dü and W~ -+ sc. In the remainder of 
thiss thesis, the used terminology implies both the mentioned decay mode as well as die charge-conjugated one, 
unlesss explicitly mentioned otherwise. 
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Figuree 2.7: Schematic view of the coordinate system used to describe W decay, for an exam-
pleple e+e~ —> udüd event. The W decay products are schematically drawn back-to-back, to 
illustrateillustrate the W rest frame. The x-axis is taken to be the e~ direction, and the z-axis the W~ 
direction.direction. The decay angle 6* is calculated with respect to the positive z-axis. 

Experimentallyy it is virtually impossible to distinguish between jets created by quarks 
andd those created by antiquarks. The distributions of jet energies and angles are therefore a 
summ of the quark and antiquark distributions. 

2.44 Four-Fermion Production 

Takingg into account W decays, W —> qq' and W —• tv, the final state really consists of 
fourr fermions. Typically, a four-fermion final state can be obtained through more Feynman 
diagramss than the double-resonant CC03 diagrams, such as single-resonant and non-resonant 
graphs.. For WW-like four-fermion final states, the number of contributing diagrams ranges 
fromm 9 to 56 depending on the final state, with both charged- and neutral current graphs 
presentt generally. This is shown in Table 2.3. The CC11 family is shown in boldface and 
consistss of final states with non-identical particles, nor electrons or electron neutrinos; there 
aree less than 11 diagrams if neutrinos are produced since these do not couple to photons. The 
CC200 family consists of final states with one e*: the additional diagrams have a t-channel 
bosonn exchange; for a purely leptonic final state there are 18 diagrams. The remaining 
diagramss in italic produce two mutually charge-conjugated fermion pairs, and can also be 
producedd via neutral current diagrams. 

Figuree 2.9 shows all 11 diagrams contributing to e+e" —> udsc. The additional diagrams 
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Figuree 2.8: Top left: distribution of the polar angle 9* (defined in the text) of quarks and 
antiquarks,antiquarks, produced in W —» qq' decays, in the parent W rest frame. Full histogram: 
quarks;quarks; dashed histogram: antiquarks. Top right: distribution of the energy in the laboratory 
ofof down-type quarks and antiquarks (d, d, s, s, b, b) (full histogram), and up-type quarks and 
antiquarksantiquarks (u, u, c, c) (dashed histogram)produced in W decays. Bottom left: distribution of 
thethe polar angle 8 in the laboratory ofu (and c) (full histogram) and d (and s and b) (dashed 
histogram)histogram) produced in W+ decays. Bottom right: distribution of the polar angle 6 in the 
laboratorylaboratory ofd (and s and b) (full histogram) and 0 (and c) (dashed histogram) produced in 
W~W~ decays. All figures are for y/s = 189 GeV. 
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CC C 

dü ü 

e~üe~üe e 

\TVp \TVp 

ud d 

43 43 

20 0 

10 0 

CS S 

11 1 

20 0 

10 0 

e+ i / e e 

20 0 

56 56 

18 8 

H+v^ H+v^ 

10 0 

18 8 

19 19 

TT++VVr r 

10 0 

18 8 

9 9 

Tablee 2.3: Number of lowest-order Feynman diagrams contributing to "CC"-type final 
states.states. Combinations not in the table are obtained from family generation symmetry and 
particle/anti-particleparticle/anti-particle exchange. See text for further explanation. 

contributee to the four-fermion cross section and interfere with the CC03 diagrams. Typically, 
thee single-resonant and non-resonant graphs are suppressed with respect to the CC03 graphs 
byy powers of T\y/mw Nevertheless, when the CC03 cross section is extracted from the 
data,, neutral current contributions to certain final states will need to be subtracted, and the 
interferencess will need to be investigated and, if necessary, corrected for. 

Forr an accurate calculation of the e+e~ —+ W+W~ cross section, radiative corrections 
aree important. Initial state radiation decreases the W+W~ cross section by 0(10%) [29], as 
shownn in Figure 2.6. The Coulomb singularity [30, 31] is another QED process especially 
importantt at the threshold. It is due to the electromagnetic attraction between slowly moving 
chargedd W bosons. The correction amounts to about 5% right at the threshold and smaller 
valuess at higher energies. The dominant QED corrections are explicitly taken into account 
inn the analytical programs and the used Monte Carlo event generators. The bulk of other 
electroweakk radiative corrections is incorporated in the calculations by using energy-scale-
dependentt (running) values of EW parameters. Recently, progress has been made in the 
calculationn of the non-factorizable radiative corrections using the double pole approxima-
tionn [32, 33, 34]. Further details on the remaining uncertainties due to radiative corrections 
aree given in Section 2.5.1. 

Takingg all corrections into account, Standard Model calculations predict a total e+e~—> 
W+W~~ —• four-fermion cross section of approximately 3 pb at the threshold, rising fast to 
approximatelyy 16 pb at y/$ = 189 GeV(see Figure 2.6). 

Obviously,, the total cross section for e+e~ —• W+W~ depends on the W mass. This 
dependencee is shown in Figure 2.10 for 155 GeV < y/s < 175 GeV; for higher values of 
y/sy/s the dependence is small. Close to threshold, a measurement of the cross section can thus 
bee used to extract mw; a detailed analysis shows that the optimal y/s equals 2mw + 0.5 
GeVV [35]. 

AA precise measurement of the WW cross section is a test of the Standard Model and 
putss limits on physics beyond the Standard Model. Anomalous contributions to the triple 
gaugee couplings will affect the cross section. In fact, the Standard Model solves the unitarity 
problemss in the Fermi theory at high energies through delicate cancellations that follow from 
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2.4.. Four-Fermion Production 

graphh 1 graphh 2 graphh 3 

graphh 4 graphh 5 graphh 6 

graphh 7 graphh 8 graphh 9 

raphh 10 graphh 11 

Figuree 2.9: The lowest-order Feynman diagrams for the process e+e~ -*  udsc. 
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Figuree 2.10: Dependence of the e+e~ —> W+W~ cross section on y/s for various values of 
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thee gauge boson self-couplings. Deviations from these couplings will generally increase the 
WWW cross section. 

Certainn theories predict deviations from the Standard Model in e+e~̂  W+W- already 
att the tree level. For example, adding more gauge groups to the Standard Model leads to 
additionall  neutral intermediate vector bosons, e+e" -> Z' -> W+W" diagrams, and large 
effectss on the W+W~ total and differential cross sections [36]. 

Anotherr extension of the Standard Model postulates existence of a few additional com-
pactt time-space dimensions and an electroweak-gravitation "unification scale" Ms of the 
orderr of a few hundred GeV [15]. These extra dimensions, depending on their size, affect 
Newton'ss law at very small (sub-millimeter) distances. They also lead to non-negligible 
gravitonn exchange between Standard Model particles. The e+e~—> W+W~ cross section can 
bee shifted by up to several percent due to additional graviton diagrams [16]. 

2.55 Theoretical Uncertainties 

Thee experimental analysis of the WW production cross section and the W mass at LEP is 
affectedd by a number of theoretical uncertainties that will enter the results as systematic 
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2.5.. Theoretical Uncertainties 

errors.. In thiss section, the most important of these uncertainties will be discussed: radiative 
correctionss and fragmentation and hadronization. Some aspects of the fragmentation are 
specificc to W+W~—>qqqq events only, due to the presence of two hadronically decaying W 
bosons.. There are intrinsic uncertainties in the modeling of these aspects, which can only be 
studiedd with Z data in a very limited way. Bose-Einstein correlations and color reconnection 
aree the two most significant of these effects. 

2.5.11 Radiative Corrections 

WWW production at LEP is affected by the radiation of one or more photons from the initial 
statee (the electron or positron) or the final state (the 4 fermions produced in W decay), and 
thee interference between the two, as well as by the exchange of virtual photons in many 
ways,, such as between the W's (Coulomb corrections). These photonic corrections are, in 
principle,, all calculable in QED, although in practice this is not always easy. Radiation of 
weakk bosons is negligible. 

Finall  state radiation (FSR) is preferentially emitted along the direction of the quark or 
thee lepton, and is typically contained in the jet or combined with the reconstructed lepton. 
Calculationss of FSR do not have large uncertainties. 

Thee Coulomb correction can to first approximation be included as a correction to the 
Bornn cross section, inversely proportional to the relative velocity of the W bosons. This 
correctionn is thus largest close to threshold, ^/s « 2mw 

Initiall  state radiation (ISR) can be emitted from the electron or positron, and can take 
awayy a significant amount of energy from the interaction, effectively reducing i/£. In first 
approximation,, the effects of ISR factorize as the product of a radiator function (which effec-
tivelytively gives the probability for an electron of certain energy to radiate a photon with certain 
energy)) and a cross section at reduced i/ i . Various methods exist to implement this in Monte 
Carloo programs: YFS exponentiation [37], the structure function approach [38], or the QED 
partonn shower approach [39]. 

However,, the current precision of the measurements of WW production at LEP exceeds 
thee precision of the factorization approach, and one has to worry about non-factorizable cor-
rections.. Such non-factorizable corrections include for example radiation between charged 
fermionss originating from different W's. In principle, the full electroweak corrections to at 
leastt 0(a) are desired, but these have not yet been calculated for off-shell WW production. 
Instead,, the Monte Carlo programs RacoonWW [33] and YFSWW3 [34] implement these 
correctionss in the double pole approximation (DPA); they lower the previously calculated 
crosss sections by some 2-2.5%. It is estimated that an uncertainty on the WW cross section 
off  0.5%, and on the W mass of 0(10) MeV remains [40]. 
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EWW process 

perturbativee jet evolution 

non-perturbativee hadronisation 

decayy of unstable particles 

Figuree 2.11: Schematic illustration of the process of fragmentation and hadronization, see 
text. text. 

2.5.22 Fragmentation and Hadronization 

Inn QCD, quarks cannot exist as free particles, and experimentally free quarks indeed have 
neverr been observed. Instead, the final state of any process involving the production of 
quarkss and antiquarks consists of a collection of stable and unstable hadrons; the unstable 
hadronss in turn decay into stable hadrons, leptons and/or photons. The transformation of the 
originall  quarks and antiquarks into hadrons takes place initially through a series of strong 
interactionn processes such as the radiation of gluons off quarks and gluon splitting into quark-
antiquarkk pairs or gluon pairs. Generally, the quarks and gluons created and participating in 
thesee processes are called partons. Each parton is characterized by some virtuality scale Q2\ 
thiss virtuality scale is highest at the beginning of the fragmentation process, and decreases 
towardss the end of it, as more and more partons are created. Finally, the produced partons 
combinee into the final state hadrons. A schematic illustration of this process is shown in 
Figuree 2.11. 

Gluonss are radiated off their mother quarks preferentially in the mother's flight direc-
tion.. Together with the Lorentz boost of the quark-gluon system into the laboratory frame, 
thiss leads to the observation that the final state hadrons, produced in the fragmentation and 
hadronizationn process, will mostly follow directions close to thatt of the original quark. They 
aree collimated in a cone of finite size, a so-called jet. 

Thee radiation of a gluon off a quark, or the splitting of gluons, is characterized by the 
QCDD coupling strength as. This coupling strength is a strong function of the virtuality scale 
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QQ22 of the process, and QCD dictates that as is small voor high Q2, in the initial phase of 
thee fragmentation, but large for small Q2 in the final phase. When aa is small, the parton 
radiationn process can be described by perturbative methods by perturbative QCD, which is 
relativelyy well understood. For large as, however, perturbative methods fail, and the final 
phasee of the fragmentation is referred to as the non-perturbative phase. The perturbative 
phasee of the fragmentation of quarks from W decay takes place on a distance scale of 0(1) 
fm;; the non-perturbative phase however can take tens or hundreds of fm. 

Thee original quark-antiquark pair is a color singlet, as are the individual hadrons in the 
finalfinal state. The individual partons, however, carry color charges, and as more and more 
partonss are radiated the color flow becomes very complicated. The process of the creation 
off  the final state hadrons from this collection of colored partons is not well understood. 

Thee difference between the perturbative and non-perturbative phases in the fragmentation 
processs is reflected in the simulation of fragmentation by Monte Carlo programs. These 
programss typically simulate the perturbative phase by parton showers (PS), which contain 
thee leading logarithms of all orders of the parton splitting processes. The showers are allowed 
too propagate until the virtually scale Q2 reaches a cut-off value Ql; typically Q0 is of order 
1 -22 GeV. Exact matrix elements (ME) for the parton splitting processes exist up to second 
orderr in as, but not at higher orders, and are therefore not sufficient to describe the full 
fragmentationn process. Simultaneous use of the matrix elements, for the lowest order(s), 
andd parton showers, for higher orders of the parton splitting processes, is difficult: one must 
avoidd double counting. The matching of ME and PS has been achieved for the first order 
ME,, but not yet for higher orders. 

Thee Monte Carlo programs used in this thesis, JETSET [41], HERWIG [42] and ARI-
ADNEE [43], all contain a first order ME plus PS approach. ARIADNE hereby uses the color 
dipolee model in its parton shower. 

Beloww Qo, perturbative models fail, and one is forced to fall back to a number of phe-
nomenologicall  models. 

AA first approach is independent fragmentation: the assumption that partons fragment in 
isolationn from each other [44]. However, this model fails to describe experimental data [45]. 

Thee JETSET program is intimately connected to the Lund string model. As the initial 
quarkk and antiquark move apart, they are connected by a color flux tube that stretches be-
tweenn them. JETSET models this flux tube as a string, with a certain intrinsic string tension. 
Ass the quark and antiquark move apart, the potential energy in the string increases, and the 
stringg may break into two pieces by the production of a new qq pair. Gluons radiated off 
quarkss form kinks on the string. Hadrons are formed by combining quark antiquark pairs 
fromm two adjacent string breakings. A large number of free parameters exist in this model, 
thee most important ones are related to the transverse and longitudinal momentum of quarks 
andd antiquaries produced in the string breakings. Also ARIADNE uses JETSET for the non-
perturbativee phase of the fragmentation. 

HERWIGG uses a different approach. Gluons remaining after the parton shower are made 
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too decay into qq pairs. Together with the quarks present in the shower, they form colorless 
clusterss of various masses. Heavy clusters decay again into lighter clusters, lighter clusters 
decayy directly into hadrons. The most important free parameters of HERWIG are related to 
thee maximum allowed cluster mass, and the details of cluster decay. 

Finally,, hadrons result from the fragmentation and hadronization process. Some of these 
aree unstable; the Monte Carlo programs decay them according to internally stored tables of 
branchingg fractions. 

Itt is important to realize that the free parameters of JETSET and HERWIG have littl e 
orr no physical meaning outside the context of the model in which they live. The param-
eterss must be tuned to describe the data. Although ARIADNE uses JETSET for the non-
perturbativee phase, the fact that it differs in the parton shower phase and the fact that one 
cannott make a strict distinction between the two phases implies that the JETSET parame-
terss must be retuned when ARIADNE is used. The parameter tuning is performed with Z 
-**  qq(g) events taken from the LEP1 data [46]. For all three programs, values for the pa-
rameterss can be found that describe the data to satisfaction, although the overall description 
off  HERWIG is poorer than JETSET and ARIADNE [46]. Nevertheless, within each model 
ann uncertainty on its predictions remains due to the statistical and systematic uncertainties 
onn the free parameters. In addition, uncertainties in fragmentation remain due to differences 
betweenn the various models. 

Thee cross section for radiation of a gluon off a quark is largest for radiation in the direc-
tionn of the quark (collinear radiation), and for low gluon energies. It follows that most gluons 
aree radiated in a direction close to the parent quark, and are in fact located in its observed jet. 
However,, occasionally a high energy gluon will be emitted away from the quark and form a 
separatee jet. 

Thee major background for the W+W" -» qqqq signal consists of QCD 4-jet events, 
e+e-- —* Z(7) —• qqgg(7), where two hard gluons are radiated in the final state and form 
independentt jets. From the discussion in the previous paragraph it followss that gluon jets are 
typicallyy softer than quark jets, and are typically closer to an other jet. This provides a handle 
too their identification and rejection, as will be explained in chapter 5. Nevertheless, a fraction 
off the background will pass the cuts and end up in the final sample; in order to calculate the 
WWW cross section the number of such events in the final sample must be estimated and 
subtracted.. Although the exact Q(a2

s) matrix elements for the qqgg process are known, 
theyy have not yet been implemented in parton shower based Monte Carlo programs, such as 
PYTHIAA [41], for reasons described above. Instead, PYTHIA uses the exact first order ME 
pluss the parton shower, which does not give a perfect description of the 4-jet structure of the 
eventss [46]. In the analysis of the WW cross section, a correction is made for this effect; the 
uncertaintyy of the correction will enter as a systematic error. 
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2.5.33 Bose-Einstein Correlations 

Bose-Einsteinn correlations are the effect of the quantum-mechanical requirement of sym-
metryy of multi-boson production amplitudes. They manifest themselves for example as 
ann enhancement in the two-particle correlation function for identical bosons at small dis-
tancess [47]. The currently available probabilistic Monte Carlo models of parton showering 
andd string fragmentation do not actually calculate the multi-boson production amplitudes, 
andd are therefore not able to implement Bose-Einstein correlations through symmetrization 
off  these amplitudes. Instead, a number of ad-hoc algorithms are used to reproduce in the 
Montee Carlo the two-particle correlation function observed in the data. 

Forr the study of the effects of Bose-Einstein correlations on the analysis presented in 
thiss thesis the LUBOEI routine as implemented in PYTHIA 6.1 is used [48]. In this rou-
tine,, particles in the final state are reshuffled such as to reproduce phenomenologically the 
two-particlee correlation function for like-sign particles. In order to subsequently restore 
energy-momentumm conservation, a reshuffling involving all particles, including the unlike-
signn particles, is performed. In LUBOEI there exist various options to do this [48]. In the 
studiess reported here, the variants labeled BE0 and BE32 are used3. 

Bose-Einsteinn correlations between two or more identical bosons coming from the de-
cayy of two different W bosons introduce an interconnection, or cross-talk, between the two 
hadronicc systems. This may affect the invariant mass of each of these systems, and therefore 
thee W mass measurement. In LUBOEI this can be studied through the options of including 
correlationss between all pions, including only correlations between pions from the same W, 
orr including no correlations at all. In addition, we will make use of results of a dedicated 
analysiss into the existence of these correlations [49, 50]. 

Otherr algorithms have been suggested as an alternative to LUBOEI in order to implement 
Bose-Einsteinn correlations [51, 52, 53, 54]. However, all of these currently have a number 
off  problems that inhibit their use. These models, however, all predict only small effects on 
WW mass and cross section measurements. 

2.5.44 Color  Reconnection 

Thee two W bosons in an e+e~—• W+W~ event decay typically at distances of 0(0.1) fm 
off each other, much smaller than the typical hadronization scale of 0(1) fm. Thus, the 
developmentt of the QCD parton shower, the fragmentation of the qq(g) system and the 
formationn of hadrons take place for the decay products of both W's in the same spacetime 
region.. It is natural to assume that in this process color charges originating from one W 
bosonn feel the presence of color charges from the other W boson, and interact with them, 
leadingg to cross-talk between the two W's [55]. These effects are suppressed in the hard 
perturbativee phase: hard gluons are emitted incoherently by the two original color singlets. 

33 For some studies, also variant BE3 was used, with results similar to BE32. 
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Calculationss have shown that color exchange in the perturbative phase lead to only small 
effectss [56]. Soft gluons, Eg < Tw, however, feel the collective action of both systems and 
cann lead to non-negligible effects in the non-perturbative phase of the hadronization process. 

Thesee effects are difficult to incorporate in the currently available fragmentation models. 
Inn the string model, the fragmentation of a W+W" —• qiq^'qsqi7 event proceeds through 
stretchingg and decay of two strings, each binding a color singlet qiqV (c.q. q^^'X with quark 
andd antiquark as endpoints of the string, connected through hard gluons radiated in a parton 
showerr or by a QCD dipole radiation model. In this model, the strings develop independently 
off each other. Alternative configurations, interconnecting the two strings, are not predicted 
andd have to be put in explicitly by hand, i.e. by making use of other models [56, 57,58,59]. 

Thee models implemented in PYTHIA are SK I, SKII and SK II' [56, 57]. In the SK I 
model,, the string has a finite transverse size. In a W+W~—•qqqq event, the overlap O of the 
twoo strings is calculated, and the probability of reconnection of the two strings is based on 
thiss overlap: 

PPCRCR = l-exp(-K-0). (2.16) 

Thee model has one free parameter K. In the SK II and SK II' models, the string is a vortex line 
withoutt transverse dimensions, and reconnections only take place when two strings intersect. 
Inn the SK IF model, reconnection only takes place if this reduces the overall string length. 
Thesee models have no free parameters. 

Thee models implemented in ARIADNE are based on the reconfiguration of radiating 
QCDD color dipoles [58, 59]. Reconnection only takes place if this is energetically favorable, 
i.e.. leads to strings with lower mass. The AR1 model allows only reconnections within a 
singlee string (i.e. a single W), and in principle does not lead to any effects on the W mass. 
Inn the AR2 model, reconnection between different W's is confined to low energy gluons 
(E(E < Tw) only, since only these feel both W's. In the AR3 model, reconnection is allowed 
forr all gluons; this should be considered as too extreme from a theoretical point of view. 

Alsoo HERWIG allows for color reconnections [42], by reconfiguration of the partons 
fromm the parton shower before cluster formation. 

Forr assessment of the systematic error to be assigned to the W mass measurement we 
willl again make use of dedicated studies of color reconnection [60]. 
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